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The Mouldable Types

Movable types are hard, angular pieces of metal or wood. Their function is to produce the same result over 
and over, despite frequent use. A ”p” or an ”s” or a ”w” in a certain typeface, at a certain size should look 
the same each time it is printed, even if the edition is large. Firmness and precision are the qualities that are 
required.

Working as a typographic artist is to work against the matter, to rebel against the types and extort from 
them a personality a layman can’t recognise in them. By deliberately manipulating the way types are used, 
forms and structures are created that serve as the basis for unique artworks.

petra schulze-wollgast is an artist who has the ability to develop new, striking designs through experimen-
tation with only the contents of the typographer’s case. In her print series ciphertext the building blocks are 
not many but they are varied and combined in ever new surprising ways. The large coloured blocks are 
created using the reverse of large wood types.

Together, the seven images in the ciphertext series represent a typographical anagram but like all good 
anagram-makers psw allows herself minor irregularities that are not too obvious at first sight. The images 
also contain a cipher, which according to the artist might be solvable for those who are so inclined and 
have the patience. At the heart of it is a philosophical riddle that reveals something about how these ima-
ges could be understood.

ciphertext is also psw’s tribute to one of the great pioneers of typographic art, the Dutchman H N Werk-
man. Werkman was probably the first person to put colour onto the backsides of types in order to create 
blocks and shapes that no printer had hitherto imagined. psw has used that technique not only in the cip-
hertext series, but also to a great extent in the ongoing project The Backside of the Universe that Timglaset 
Editions hopefully will have the opportunity to return to.

Until then, it is a pleasure to present ciphertext — seven images characterised by a playfulness and sense of 
form typical of psw.

Joakim Norling

”Er MOET getuigd en gesproken worden 
… KUNST is overal.”

–H N Werkman, 1923

















petra schulze-wollgast

• is an artistic discoverer in all printmaking techniques
• has her printing studio in Rostock, Germany
• writes abstract typographics with old typewriters
• prints metal type graphics on the proofing press
• detected The Backside of the Universe
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